The purpose of the present study was to relate response strategy with person ability estimates. Two behavioral strategies were examined: (a) the strategy to skip items in order to save time on timed tests, and, (b) the strategy to select two responses on an item, with the hope that one of them may be considered correct. Participants were 4,422 individuals who were administered a standardized achievement measure related to math, biology, chemistry, and physics. In the present evaluation, only the physics subscale was employed. Two analyses were conducted: (a) a person-based one to identify differences between groups and potential correlates of those differences, and, (b) a measure-based analysis in order to identify the parts of the measure that were responsible for potential group differentiation. For (a) person abilities the 2-PL model was employed and later the 3-PL and 4-PL models in order to estimate upper and lower asymptotes of person abilities. For (b) differential item functioning, differential test functioning, and differential distractor functioning were investigated. Results indicated that there were significant differences between groups with completers having the highest ability compared to both non-attempters and dual responders. There were no significant differences between no-attempters and dual responders. The present findings have implications for response strategy efficacy and measure evaluation, revision, and construction.
INTRODUCTION
Undoubtedly, being successful on high stakes testing is one of the most important outcomes in one's young life as consequences involve success, acceptance and positive future outcomes, with opposite effects from failing that testing. For that reason, the unique attributes and characteristics a person brings to a testing situation (such as attitudes and motivation) which likely translate into approaches to test taking are very important for subsequent success or failure. Those characteristics generally belong to individuals' response styles and are described in detail below. With the term response style/strategy we refer to an individual's tendency to respond systematically to items regardless of their content (Baumgartner and Steenkamp, 2001 ). Researchers also agree that an item response is composed of two sources of variance: a true and an error variance (Smith, 2011) . Response styles (RS) are considered as sources of systematic error variance, and may become a serious threat for the validity of the scale, since previous research has shown that they can distort tests' results (Van Vaerenbergh and Thomas, 2012; Sideridis et al., 2014) in various ways. Response styles could affect univariate distributions (e.g., means, variances, etc.) and as a result, could distort results from comparative tests such as t-tests or F-tests (Cheung and Rensvold, 2000) . Response styles could also affect multivariate distributions (e.g., the magnitude of a correlation coefficient between two variables). Since many statistical techniques, such as Cronbach's alpha, regression analysis, factor analysis, and structural equation modeling, rely on correlations between variables, studies examining such relationships without controlling for RS might yield misleading results (Reynolds and Smith, 2010) .
There are several different types of response styles, with the most cited examples being the acquiescence or disacquiescence response style (i.e., the tendency to agree or disagree to an item regardless of content), the mid-point or the extreme response style (i.e., the tendency to give either the middle or the extreme response category), and the socially desirable response style (i.e., the tendency to answer questions in a socially acceptable manner). Less studied but equally important examples, include the mild response style, the net acquiescence response style, the response range, and the non-contingent response style (Van Vaerenbergh and Thomas, 2012) .
All the above examples refer to Likert-type items (He and van de Vijver, 2012) . There are, however, other types of response styles or response strategies that are presented when dichotomous or multiple-choice items are utilized. Among them, the most common involve guessing on items that are not known and the selection of a subsample of items in order to allocate all resources to items that maximize the probability of success. Thus, individuals may attempt all items (in case there is no penalty for erroneous responding and the measure is not timed) or choose to select items that appear closer to the person's ability levels. The latter category of respondents is known as non-attempters, since they prefer not to attempt all items of a test, but rather to focus on items that suit their ability levels (Clemens et al., 2015) . Other individuals may also choose to select two options with the hope that a rater may be positive toward any one of the responses rather than discarding the responses overall. This response style is known as dual responding (Lepper et al., 2005) .
Investigations of response styles have mainly been concerned with the invalidation of scores when method biases residing on person response patterns, such as extreme responding or acquiescence (van Herk et al., 2004) are operative. However, although several studies have examine the role that response styles have on Likert-type items' attributes (e.g., Baumgartner and Steenkamp, 2001; Weijters, 2006; Weijters et al., 2010a; Van Vaerenbergh and Thomas, 2012) very few studies have examined the role that response strategies play (such as nonattempting all items or dual responding) on both the person and the measure when dichotomous items are involved. In one of these studies, Clemens et al. (2015) examined the hypothesis that if non-attempting an item represents a conscious effort to avoid cognitive source depletion and properly allocate cognitive resources to person-level material, then it may be considered an adaptive strategy. They found that when only complete data were used to estimate total scores (non-attempted items were not considered as incorrect responses) there was a significant increase in performance of 9% points, but only for the low achieving group. This scoring approach was not associated with improved performance for both the middle and the high ability groups. Clemens et al. (2015) further found that individuals who did not attempt all items had significantly lower performance on a reading comprehension task. However, what is not known is whether that lower performance is a function of true ability, nonexposure to item content, or deficits on prerequisite skills (e.g., lack of fluency, poor vocabulary, etc.).
Another type of response that, to our knowledge, has not been investigated in the past, relates to concurrently responding to two options of an item. Such a response strategy may reflect wishful thinking in hoping that a rater may take one of either options as being correct (thus doubling their chances of success). Another possible explanation is inattention and carelessness to properly follow instructions. However, in most cases dual responses are considered incorrect. Thus, this response style likely represents a maladaptive strategy that is likely related to frustration from facing difficult items, low motivation, and self-regulation failure (Lepper et al., 2005) .
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the effects of response strategy on student's ability estimates using two behavioral strategies: (a) the strategy to skip items, thus, not completing all items, and, (b) the strategy to over select responses, that is, select two responses on a single item, in relation to individuals who complete the full measure. In an effort to identify such effects and in light of the limitations of previous methodologies (Baumgartner and Steenkamp, 2001; Harzing, 2006) , the Item Response Theory (IRT) model is presented as the most applicable model for that research problem (Eid and Rauber, 2000; Gollwitzer et al., 2005) . For example, among the explanatory examined factors are the pseudo-guessing and pseudo-carelessness parameters as per the 3-PL and 4-PL, IRT models, respectively. Provided that potential aberrant responding due to carelessness or guessing essentially invalidates measures of ability, the use of the 3-PL and 4-PL models will be implemented as a means to improve measurement efficiency and reduce the possible underestimation of person abilities . Below there is a detailed description of all three models, and how each one may contribute to our understanding of students' responding on high stakes testing.
For evaluating differences between groups of responders, four models using contemporary psychometrics are available based on the number of parameters modeled, termed 1 parameter logistic (PL) model, 2-PL, 3-PL, and 4-PL. Furthermore, the latent ability score can be regressed on a grouping variable indicating different response strategies (Bond and Fox, 2001) . The 1-PL model (almost equivalent to the Rasch model, Rasch, 1980) will not be implemented herein and thus, is not described. The twoparameter model (Birnbaum, 1968) posits that the probability of correct responding i on item u for person j is given by the expression (Embretson and Reise, 2000; Waller and Reise, 2009 ):
With that probability of correct responding i being a function of person's ability θ and item's difficulty level b. The term e = 2.71828 reflects the Euler number and D = 1.702 is used to place the item on the normal ogive metric (Wright and Stone, 1979; Wright and Masters, 1982; Crocker and Algina, 1986) . The parameter α estimates the degree to which an item discriminates between various levels on the latent trait with steeper slopes associated with greater discrimination and the opposite. Graphically speaking, the relationship between a person's ability and the difficulty of the item is described by the item characteristic curve (ICC) with item difficulties being located on the horizontal axis and the probability of success on the vertical axis. Thus, the more the curve is to the left, the easier the item is, and the opposite (Baker and Kim, 2004) . Figure 1 shows two hypothetical curves, item 1 associated with below average ability (−1 logit) and item 2 requiring above average ability (+1 logit) to be successful 50% of the time.
In order to answer the question with regard to the presence of 'guessing' and 'carelessness' behaviors, the 3-PL and 4-PL models were employed, respectively (Reise and Waller, 2003; San Martin et al., 2006) . The 3PL model estimates item difficulty, item discrimination, and the guessing factor 'c, ' that represents the probability that examinees are successful on an item, for which they do not possess the necessary ability levels (termed pseudo-guessing). With the 3-PL the 'c' parameter was employed as a proxy to guessing, provided that actual guessing was not empirically measured. The 3-PL model is parameterized as follows:
The 3-PL adds the pseudo-guessing parameter c j , to assess the magnitude of correct responding for individuals with infinitely low ability levels (Waller and Reise, 2009) . The guessing or 'c' parameter originated in Birnbaum's (1968) measurement work in an effort to adjust the item response function (IRF, i.e., the logistic curve that describes item level difficulty and discrimination) for very low proficiency individuals who should have a performance of approximately zero but end up having higher than zero performance due to merely random chance in multiple choice questions (i.e., lucky guesses, see Lord, 1974) . Liao et al. (2012) demonstrated that even for very low ability individuals the probability of correct response hardly ever approaches zero, thus, advocating in favor of the 3-PL model. Provided there is no objective measurement of guessing, however, Hambleton et al. (1991) properly defined the term as "pseudo-guessing" and this term will be implemented in the present study as well. Estimation of this pseudo-guessing parameter has been justified on the grounds that, particularly for multiple-choice items, guessing will be associated with the provision of credit (partial knowledge) to individuals who do not possess it (Kurz, 1999; Lau et al., 2011) with empirical studies confirming this finding (Betts et al., 2009) . The measurement of this pseudo-guessing parameter is particularly relevant and informative in the present study. Provided that individuals who do not attempt all items (e.g., due to response mortality, Clemens et al., 2015) may be of lower proficiency, it is expected that this group would have lower values on the 'c' pseudo-guessing parameter for the following reason. Due to lacking ability, these individuals would have fewer lucky guesses as the probability of guessing correctly among four erroneous distractors (which cannot be otherwise eliminated), for which no prior knowledge exist, would be lower compared to higher ability individuals (such as those who complete the measure), who due to higher ability may easily eliminate one or two erroneous distractors and then would guess among one or two possible options (Clemens et al., 2015) . In that case, chances for a lucky guess are much higher compared to having to guess among four distractors, for which knowledge to eliminate any one of them is non-existent (Swist, 2015) . This prediction was tested in the present study.
Controlling for the lower asymptote accounts for guessing but it is also imperative to account for individual differences in another possible aberrant behavior, that of carelessness (Linacre, 2004) . This problem has been posited by Rulison and Loken, (2009) in that early misses severely underestimate person abilities (see also Wen-Wei et al., 2012) . Thus, the four-parameter model has been proposed to account for those influences (Barton and Lord, 1981) by allowing the upper asymptote to vary freely across individuals. In simple terms, the 4th parameter estimates the likelihood that high ability individuals miss easy items and adjust person ability scores accordingly, without severely penalizing them. This phenomenon was conceived as reflecting careless errors and, thus, this fourth parameter was used as a proxy to carelessness behaviors. The 4-PL model is parameterized as follows with the addition of the 4th parameter d:
For evaluating item level behaviors that could potentially explain group differences a differential distractor functioning analysis (DDF) was conducted to evaluate the behavior of distractors following an omnibus differential item functioning (DIF) test (Raju et al., 1995) . For the DIF analysis the M-H procedure was employed (Camilli, 1993) as following:
with L being the items, D i the item difficulties (severity levels) of the items L, and SE the standard errors of the item difficulties.
The chi-square tests the hypothesis that item difficulties for all items L are equivalent across all groups. A non-significant test is indicative of DIF absence as it suggests that item difficulties are uniform across groups. The DDF analysis followed the lead of Penfield (unpublished) and evaluates differential option endorsability using the Mantel-Haenszel log-odds ratio (LOR, Mantel and Haenszel, 1959; Camilli and Shepard, 1994) . The respective estimate of standard error implemented here was introduced by Robins et al. (1986) and the division of LOR from its SE results in a Z-statistic, which is evaluated using a cutoff value of 2.0 units for sample sizes equal to or greater than n = 100 cases. The 'd' or carelessness parameter originated with the work of Barton and Lord (1981) and reflects an upper asymptote that does not lead to 100% performance for high achieving individuals; that is, high achievers fail items that are at their level of ability due to, for example, inattention (Maniaci and Rogge, 2014) , stress or carelessness (Barton and Lord, 1981) , fatigue or lack of motivation (Huang et al., 2012; Sideridis et al., 2014) , insufficient effort (Huang et al., 2012) , creative responding (Karabatsos, 2003) , or inability to process reverse-worded items (Woods, 2006) , among other reasons. Importantly, the presence of careless responding would bias item difficulty parameters negatively, in that the items would appear more difficult than they actually are. Those effects may be particularly more pronounced for speeded tests for which time pressure may lead to careless mistakes (Mroch et al., 2005; Boughton and Yamamoto, 2007; van der Linden, 2007) . Thus, statistically speaking the fixed upper asymptote as per the 2-PL, or 3-PL models was left free to vary in the case of the 4-PL. The 4-PL model has recently received increased attention, due to new computationally efficient methods and proof that it assesses more efficiently and with more precision and less error the lower asymptote or pseudo-guessing parameter (Loken and Rulison, 2010) . Furthermore the model provides more robust estimates of ability as aberrant responses are down-played having less of an impact on person ability estimates (Magis, 2013) . Earlier criticisms of the 4PL model can be traced to the works of Rupp (2003) and Linacre (2004) when efficient estimation methods and software were less accessible. Estimation of the efficacy of the lower asymptote as a means to improve measurement has led to equivocal results, at times favoring (Rulison and Loken, 2009; Loken and Rulison, 2010; Yen et al., 2012) or devaluing its use (Barton and Lord, 1981; San Martín et al., 2015) . Despite receiving a lot of criticism as a parameter, however, (Hambleton and Swaminathan, 1985) , the fact that careless misses would erroneously lead to a conclusion that an item appears more difficult than what actually is, justified its use (Raiche et al., 2013) . Ancillary to the above measures of pseudo-guessing and pseudo-carelessness, is a set of analyses that aimed at elaborating why guessing may have occurred (under the present correlational design). Thus, a series of distractor analyses were conducted to test the hypothesis that low ability individuals (as likely are those who do not attempt all items) may be attracted in higher rates by erroneous distractors compared to individuals of high ability (as are those who complete all items) (Rogers and Bateson, 1991) . Thus, a series of DDF analyses were conducted to examine differential preference to distractors, which may support variability in the estimates of the 'c' and 'd' parameters as per the 3PL and 4PL models, respectively. Statistically speaking, a M-H statistic will compare differential responses to distractors between individuals who completed all items and those who (a) did not attempt all items, or (b) provided two responses to any one option. Thus, the over-selection of erroneous distractors will be verified. Visually speaking, by plotting both the correct option and the distractors one will be able to identify percentages of individuals and the respective levels of ability for which a distractor may be the preferred option, over the correct response. This process was described nicely by DiBattista and Kurzawa (2011, p. 1000) who stated that: "An effective distractor will look plausible to less knowledgeable students and lure them away from the keyed option, but it will not entice students who are well-informed about the topic under consideration." The DDF analyses were run across all items for comparing the reference group (completers) to the two competing groups (nonattempters and dual responders) and the visual analyses involves the behavior of the distractors using two characteristic items.
Thus, the present study will test differences in ability between individuals who complete all items of an ability measure, those who leave items unanswered, and those who respond dually to items with the goal of understanding potential differences in ability as a function of pseudo-carelessness, pseudo-guessing and item-level properties (i.e., quality of distractors). Specifically, the following research questions were addressed in the present study:
RQ1. Are there differences in ability between individuals who complete all items (completers), and those who either over-select items (dual responders) or skip items (non-attempters)? RQ2. How do the three response strategy groups (completers vs. dual responders vs. non-attempters) vary across different ability levels (low-medium-high)? RQ3. Can the differential performance between different response strategy groups be explained by differences in pseudo-guessing and pseudo-carelessness? RQ4. Can differences between response strategy groups be explained by differential preference to incorrect distractors?
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants and Procedures
Participants were 4,422 individuals who were administered a standardized measure of achievement related to physics, biology, math, and chemistry. There were 1870 females (42.3%) and 2,549 males (57.6%), the typical distribution of examinees in Saudi Arabia. Data on gender were missing from three individuals (0.001%). The participants were provided with a standard set of instructions using a power-point presentation. They were allowed to wear or carry a watch. Among those tested, 2,211 had completed all items and became the reference group when comparing individuals exhibiting variable response styles. This group was selected at random from a larger national sample of 63,349 participants. Another group of participants (n = 2,211) was bifurcated onto two groups (a) 1,030 individuals who left unanswered 1 or more items (ranging between 1 and 16 items), and, (b) 1,181 individuals who had marked more than one option at any one item (with the number of items displaying dual responding ranging between 1 and 17). Provided that 62.8% of the participants had selected two responses on a single item only, this group was combined to a group formed of individuals employing this strategy in more than one, items. Results indicated miniscule differences between the two groups with Cohen's d being 0.27 indicating a small effect size. Non-attempters could potentially be bifurcated onto a subgroup that fails to attempt the last few items (termed response mortality) due to running out of time or individual's perceptions that continuous effort would not lead to meaningful consequences (Clemens et al., 2015) . Inspection of the presence of such a subgroup suggested that there were only 19 individuals (representing 0.018% of the total sample) who displayed that pattern of responding. Consequently, these individuals could not comprise a group for further analyses. Based on standard scoring procedures of the measure, all empty cells (non-attempted), and dual response cells were marked as incorrect responses, and this practice was followed in the present study as well. Specifically, for dual responders a value of zero was assigned regardless of whether one of the two responses circled was correct. Last, as a thoughtful reviewer suggested individuals could present both response styles (non-attempts and dual responses). A group of 62 individuals presented themselves with that pattern of responding but were excluded from further analysis due to their small sample size, and consequently the low levels of power associated with fitting an IRT model to that group (Hollman et al., 2003) . Three ability groups were formed, independently of response strategy, using 33 and 67% percentile values as cutoff points to define low-medium-high ability individuals based on summed performance on the Physics scale. This grouping variable was tabulated with the response style grouping variable to test the hypothesis that different response style groups are associated with differential ability levels.
Measure
The Standardized Achievement Admission Test (SAAT; National Center for Assessment in Higher Education) was employed and specifically the Physics subscale. The total measure involves four subscales (biology, chemistry, physics, and mathematics) involving 130 items. The level of the test corresponds to 3rd year curriculum in Saudi Arabia high schools. The Physics subscale includes 20 items and is timed with all items completed in a maximum of 30 min. Sample content involves properties of matter, elasticity, mechanics of fluid and atmospheric pressure (for two sample items, see Appendix A). Reliability of the measure was verified using composite reliability omega (Raykov, 2006) and was found to be 0.723 whereas maximal reliability of the weighted composite score was equal to 0.745 (Geldhof et al., 2014) . Finally, it should be noted, that the study was conducted as part of a National Examination in Saudi Arabia. All ethical procedures have been monitored closely by the examination body (i.e., National Center for Assessment in Higher Education -NCA).
Data Analysis
Provided that the IRT models were described above, this section contains information on the analysis of distractors when DIF is initially observed. A DDF analysis is ancillary and complementary to DIF and targets at decoding and understanding the DIF findings through examining how each of the response options contributes to measurement and whether those options are invariant across groups (Dorans et al., 1992; Penfield, unpublished) . Significant DIF is a desirable but not necessary condition to testing the differential behavior of distractors. When DIF is significant, the DDF analysis shows which distractors bias the correct response; that is, differential achievement evidenced by the DIF is interpreted via analyzing the distractors. A DDF analysis, however, does not require a significant DIF effect; a distractor may be differentially attractive to one group of people compared to another, without affecting ability on the item overall. In other words, DDF may be evident when two groups select two different erroneous options on an item; thus, they both are unsuccessful but presented themselves with differential selections of item options.
As previously mentioned, Penfield (2008) proposed the odds ratio (OR) method as a means for estimating DIF and DDF effects. This method is modeled under both, the nominal response model (Bock, 1972) and the multiple-choice model (Thissen and Steinberg, 1986) . This model in fact extends the Mantel-Haenszel (MH) method (Mantel and Haenszel, 1959) , later altered by Holland and Thayer (1988) for analyzing dichotomously scored items. For item i, the MH common odds ratio is computed using the following expression:
When the odds ratio is converted to a LOR by taking the natural log, the value becomes a signed index. This signed index is referred to asβ MH and is calculated byβ MH = ln(â MH ), where a positive value indicates DIF in favor of the reference group, and a negative value indicates DIF in favor of the focal group. A value equal to zero indicates no DIF effect.
RESULTS
Prerequisite Analyses
Prior to answering the focal research questions, it was important to establish that the measurement models (2-PL through 4-PL IRT) fit the data well. Thus, evidence in favor of the 2-PL to 4-PL models is presented herein as meaningful conclusions regarding group differences could not be drawn in the absence of proper psychometric properties of the Physics measure. Those results are shown in Table 1 . Model fit was evaluated using the omnibus Chi-square discrepancy test with a significant finding suggesting non-negligible misfit. Additional evidence, particularly useful for model comparison was provided by information indices (AIC, BIC, and CAIC). As Table 1 shows, both 3-PL and 4-PL models fit the data well with the modeling of the upper asymptote being adaptive (i.e., it was associated with better model fit compared to the 3-PL model). Thus, adjusting the lower asymptote for guessing and the upper asymptote for carelessness was particularly relevant and informative using the present sample. The 2-PL model appeared to misfit; however, in order to rule out the hypothesis that the observed misfit was not a function of excessive levels of power, the model was re-run using a random sample of n = 500 participants. Results indicated that the new Chi-square statistic was no longer significant [χ 2 (380) = 86.535, p = n.s.]. Thus, all findings corroborated with the idea that the 2-PL model was a good fit to these data.
R.Q.1: Are there differences in ability between individuals who complete all items (completers), and those who either over-select items (dual responders) or skip items (nonattempters)?
To answer the first research question, the 2-PLmodel was fit to the data simultaneously for the three groups of students and mean ability estimates were assessed in logits (see Figure 2 for model tested, parameters γ 1 -γ 3 relate to mean comparisons). Following this equating procedure, as Table 2 shows, the mean FIGURE 2 | Mean ability estimates for the three groups on Physics achievement based on the 2-PL model. Actual point estimates γ 1 -γ 3 are shown in Table 1 . The common item equating procedure was followed in the above estimation of person abilities for each of the two models. † 2-PL stands for 2-Parameter Logistic Model.
ability levels of the random sample that completed all items was 0.712 logits. Thus, those individuals were of higher than average ability after conditioning for overall ability. For individuals who failed to attempt from few to several items, mean ability levels were at −0.015 logits, suggesting approximately average ability. At similar levels was the ability of individuals who attempted two responses within any one item (i.e., −0.033 logits). The difference between groups was significant [F(2,4419) = 236.104, p < 0.001] (see estimates in Table 2 ). Using the Tukey post hoc test and controlling for the number of comparisons using the Q statistic (Pearson and Hartley, 1970) , results indicated significant differences between the reference group (who completed all items) and all other groups with the group which completed all items having significantly higher mean ability levels. There were no significant differences between the Non-Attempters and the Dual response groups. Thus, not attempting items and dual response appears to represent two 'unsuccessful' response strategies associated overall with lower performance compared to completing all items. The same differences in ability were essentially replicated, although augmented, in favor of the reference group which completed all items when fitting the 3-PL and 4-PL models, respectively, that is after adjusting person abilities for pseudo-guessing and pseudo-carelessness responses. Again, differences between groups were significant (see Table 2 ) with the group who completed all items having significantly higher levels of ability compared to both comparison groups after fitting the 3-PL [F(2,4419) = 235.981, p < 0.001] and 4-PL models [F(2,4419) = 234.632, p < 0.001]. No-Attempters and dual response groups were again no different in ability as per the 3-PL and 4-PL models.
R.Q.2. How do the three response strategy groups (completers vs. dual responders vs. non-attempters) vary across different ability levels (low-medium-high)?
The present research question was answered by cross tabulating response strategy groups (i.e., completers, nonattempters and dual responders) with different ability groups (i.e., low, medium, and high scorers on the Physics subscale). Figure 3 displays the findings from the cross tabulation with Pearson's Chi-square value being significant [χ 2 (4) = 367.348, p < 0.001]. Pearson's r was equal to −0.267 (p < 0.001) suggesting that moving from completers to non-attempters and dual responders was associated negatively with achievement grouping (lowmedium-high). As Figure 3 shows most participants of the reference group (i.e., completers) belonged to the 'high-ability' group compared to no-attempters and dual responders who were saliently represented in the 'low-ability' group first, followed by the 'medium' ability group. Thus, both groups who did not complete all items or involved dual responding appear to be underrepresented in the high ability group, occupying mostly low to middle levels of achievement on the physics measure.
R.Q.3. Can the differential performance between different response style groups be explained by differences in pseudoguessing and pseudo-carelessness?
The purpose of this analysis was to attempt to explain differences in ability between the different response strategy groups given the parameters of pseudo-guessing 'c' (lower asymptote of the 3PL IRT model) and pseudo-carelessness 'd' parameter (upper asymptote of the 4PL IRT model). Those analyses were run to address the hypothesis that non-attempters and dual responders may engage in either one of these behaviors during test-taking. Guessing, for example, represents successful attempts to answer items for which adequate levels of knowledge are absent, thus, high scores on guessing represent successful attempts as the individuals guessed the correct response, albeit the fact that person levels of ability cannot justify that [successful] performance (Han, 2012) . Carelessness, on the other hand reflects misses on items (errors) for which person performance cannot explain (in that adequate levels of performance are present but the person still misses those items). It is important to note here, however, that the causes of aberrant responding (reflected in high values in the lower asymptote and low values in the higher asymptote) cannot be supported from the present design and are only speculative of the processes that likely take place during test-taking.
For guessing the expectation was, given findings from research questions 1 and 2, that individuals who chose not to attempt items or respond twice on an item would have lower 'c' parameters reflecting a larger number of incidences of unsuccessful guessing. This expectation is based on the fact that guessing reflects successful choices and such attempts may be more frequently observed in individuals of higher ability compared to low achievers. Particularly for the latter group (which most of the non-attempters and dual responders actually were in the present study), it was expected that low achievement would be associated with unsuccessful guessing, that is an attraction to incorrect distractors (see next research question for evidence to that effect).
For carelessness, the expectation was that those instances are more prevalent to lower ability individuals, such as those who fail to attend properly to instructions (as both dual responders and non-completers likely are). For example, if dual response patterns reflects inattention, and carelessness, the "pseudo-carelessness" statistic may be more elevated for that group compared to others. This relative conclusion may be grounded on the hypothesis that low ability individuals may appear disorganized and may employ ineffective strategies when challenged by test content. Figures 4 and 5 display item-level data for lower and upper asymptotes, respectively. The absence of guessing and carelessness would be evident with expected values in the lower and upper asymptotes of 0 and 1, respectively. Figure 4 shows the results on pseudoguessing with mean levels (shown using horizontal lines) being significantly higher for the reference group of completers compared to both comparison groups [F(2,57) = 6.065, p < 0.01], FIGURE 3 | Relationship between response style groups and three hypothetical levels of achievement (low-medium-high). Percentages are for each achievement level conditional on response style group and add to 100% for each response style group. using Tukey's post hoc procedure. Note that these comparisons involve mean levels of guessing at the item level, not the person. There were no significant differences in the levels of the pseudoguessing item parameters between the no-attempters and the dual responding groups. Items 7 and 15 were circled because guessing appeared at high and low levels, respectively, for all groups. Item 7 represented a low difficulty item (i.e., −0.341 logit), thus, high scores on the 'c' parameter suggests successful guessing. On the other hand, item 15 was one of the most difficulty items on the present physics measure (i.e., 0.796 logits), thus, successful guessing was less probable for all participants (although it appears to be more probable for the more able group of completers most likely due to properly ruling out erroneous distractors). Figure 5 shows item and group mean levels of the 'd' pseudo-carelessness parameter using the 4-PL model. For the absence of carelessness, the expectation is that the probability of occurrence of the d parameter is 1 (i.e., no lower than expected performance due to carelessness). The values on the vertical axis reflect actual values of 'd' parameters for each item. Items 7 and 15 were circled with the former showing little careless errors (as it is an easy item) and the latter large amounts of carelessness, more so for low ability groups (noattempters and dual response participants). Differences between groups were significant groups using the omnibus ANOVA test [F(2,57) = 5.572, p < 0.01]. Using Tukey's post hoc test results pointed to significantly higher levels of pseudo-carelessness for non-attempters and dual responders compared to completers. No significant differences were observed between dual responders and non-attempters.
R.Q.4. Can differences between response strategy groups be explained by differential preference to incorrect distractors?)
The previous research question pointed to the direction that differential between groups performance could be attributed to either guessing or carelessness behaviors, via investigating the magnitude of the respective pseudo-guessing and pseudocarelessness parameters. A thorough analysis at the item level was conducted to evaluate those claims. For example, one hypothesis in the presence of lower levels in the pseudo-guessing parameter for the group who completed all items compared to all other groups was that the former group had higher ability levels (as verified by findings from research questions 1 and 2) and, thus, guesses for completers, when employed, would most likely lead to success through eliminating erroneous distractors, even if knowledge on the correct response was lacking. On the contrary, for low achievers, as the groups of non-attempters and dual responders mostly were, there was a higher likelihood to be attracted by erroneous distractors, due to simple inability to differentiate between various erroneous responses. This hypothesis was tested by use of the DDF analysis following an omnibus significant DIF effect. Evidence in favor of this hypothesis was provided when erroneous distractors were significantly more attractive to the non-attempters and dual responders, compared to completers.
Results indicated that in the comparison between completers and non-attempters there were 13 items out of the 20 in which erroneous distractors were disproportionally more attractive to non-attempters compared to completers. Similarly, when comparing dual responders with completers, there were 11 items in which distractors were significantly more attractive in the dual response group compared to the completers, after conditioning for ability. Figures 6 and 7 display distractor information for items i7 and i15 in order to elaborate on the DDF findings and their relationship to pseudo-guessing and pseudo-carelessness per group of participants. As the item 7 figure shows (Figure 6 ) distractor 1 was significantly more attractive to non-attempters (Option 1 LOR = 0.325, Z = 3.250, p < 0.01), and dual responders (Option 1 LOR = 0.313, Z = 3.324, p < 0.01) in comparison to the reference group (completers), based on DDF analysis and the LOR test (Penfield, 2011; Penfield, unpublished) . For dual responders more than 50% of the participants who were of subaverage ability (below zero logits) selected this option, compared to approximately 50% for the non-attempters and a negative trend going below 50% for the completers. Thus, both groups were heavily distracted by this option, which lead to unsuccessful guessing (i.e., lower levels on 'c, ' the pseudo-guessing parameters). Item 15 (Figure 7) shows distractors for all three groups of participants. The results from the DDF analyses suggested that all distractors were disproportionally more attractive to the dual responders compared to completers (Option 1 LOR = 0.367, Z = 2.784, p < 0.01; Option 2 LOR = 0.363, Z = 3.302, p < 0.01; Option 3 LOR = 0.313, Z = 2.935, p < 0.01) as again this low achieving group seems to be significantly more attracted by those erroneous options. The respective findings for the nonattempters compared to completers were significant for distractor 1 (Option 1 LOR = 0.336, Z = 2.299, p < 0.01) using a two-tailed test, which is at higher levels for dual responders of lower ability compared to completers of lower ability, but also distractors 2 and 3 using a one-tailed test suggesting the presence of a trend (Option 2 LOR = 0.221, Z = 1.757, p < 0.05 one-tailed; Option 3 LOR = 0.214, Z = 1.781, p < 0.05 one-tailed). These findings provide support to the hypothesis that individuals of low ability, as non-attempters and dual responders were, display unsuccessful guessing (lower levels of 'c' parameters), likely because they are attracted significantly more by erroneous distractors compared to higher ability individuals.
When looking at the relationship between distractor behavior and pseudo-carelessness, item 7, being an easy item, was associated with low carelessness as individuals having more than −0.7 logits of ability were able to answer it correctly 50% of the time (see Figure 5 ), Item 15, however, was one of the most difficult items, and, some of the few individuals of higher than the required item 15 ability that belonged to non-attempters and dual responders seemed to have failed it (i.e., they had high values on the 'd' parameter, see Figure 5 ). This finding, however, is only correlationally linked to the hypothesis of altered emotional states and unsuccessful self-regulation and should be viewed with caution.
DISCUSSION
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the effects of response strategy on student's ability estimates using two behavioral strategies: (a) the strategy to skip items in order to save time on timed tests (non-attempters), and, (b) the strategy to select two responses on an item, with the hope that one of them may be considered correct (dual responders). The reference point was a group of individuals who completed all items (completers), selected at random from a population of high school students who took on a specific national entrance examination for entry in higher education.
The most important finding was that non-attempters and dual responders represented the lowest ability groups. Contrary to expectations, non-attempting an item was not an adaptive strategy in which an individual skipped unknown items with the purpose of focusing all cognitive resources to items for which some knowledge was present. Non-attempted items were not given a chance of being correct (not even in the form of a guess) thus, likelihood of success, even due to chance, lowered. Similarly, dual responding, albeit explicitly stated as a negative response style (in that all such responses would be penalized) still elicited a significant amount of endorsement. Apparently, there was some hope that one of two responses could eventually be considered correct. The authors consistently returned to the procedures involved and directions during test taking but it was verified that all procedures were standardized using a PowerPoint presentation. Thus, there was little doubt that dual responding was actually due to ambiguous instructions prior to the test.
Another important finding was that non-attempters and dual responders likely emitted large amounts of unsuccessful guessing, as the pseudo-guessing parameters (which reflect successful guessing) were significantly lower for them compared to completers. Furthermore, the present study attempted to elucidate the relationship between guessing and low achievement through investigating the behavior of the distractors. Results pointed to the presence of significantly higher preference for erroneous distractors of the two response style groups (nonattempters or dual responders) compared to the reference group (completers), even after conditioning for ability (via the DDF analysis). Furthermore, a visual analysis of the distractors confirmed that unsuccessful guessing occurred for low achieving individuals (as the two response style groups mostly were), as high levels of endorsability of erroneous distractors were evident for individuals having below average levels of ability (see item 7, Figure 6) . Thus, the present findings confirmed the hypothesis that in the presence of low achievement, unsuccessful guessing likely takes place. These individuals have trouble disregarding erroneous distractors in relation to the correct response. It has been suggested that non-attempts could buffer the negative affect of being disappointed and frustrated from attempting difficult items (Clemens et al., 2015) . Thus, this strategy has been recommended in order to preserve optimal levels of motivation and avoid the vicious cycle of helplessness, hopelessness, and, eventually effort withdrawal (Swendsen, 1998) . However, the present study did not provide support in favor of this self-preservation hypothesis as the design (field testing) did not allow for additional measurements and experimental manipulations.
A third important finding related to the fact that careless responding, via the pseudo-carelessness parameter, observed in higher rates in the dual responders, compared to both nonattempters and completers. This finding confirms the hypothesis that individuals who fail to adhere to explicit instructions about the impending penalty from adopting this behavior, may have been inattentive, impulsive or both. Maniaci and Rogge (2014) defined carelessness as non-compliance with study tasks such as following directions properly. The literature on self-reported measures has confirmed rates of inattention that ranged between 3 and 46% (e.g., Berry et al., 1992; Johnson, 2005; Oppenheimer et al., 2009; Meade and Craig, 2012; Maniaci and Rogge, 2014) . Non-attempters also had higher levels on pseudo-carelessness, a finding that agrees with the behavior of that group on pseudoguessing. That is, since unsuccessful guessing was observed in that group, and the hypothesis that non-attempting items preserves individuals' resources and focuses them on manageable content was not supported, it looks like non-attempters by failing to focus actually displayed the opposite behavior, that of carelessness. Thus, both unsuccessful guessing and carelessness were observed in higher levels compared to the group which attempted all items. The present study successfully employed the pseudo-carelessness parameter as a proxy to true carelessness and future studies may confirm the role of that parameter in estimating carelessness, compared to previous means (e.g., infrequency scale, Meade and Craig, 2012) .
Of great interest was the behavior of the groups on the upper asymptote in that, for example, response mortality may be accountable for the non-attempters. Partial response mortality, that is the general tendency to not respond to items (not just the last ones) may be indicative of altered motivational and emotional states such as the presence of maladaptive motivation, fatigue, negative affectivity, or hopelessness (Emons, 2009; Clemens et al., 2015) . Those attributes may be potential explanations for the findings related to the high levels in the 'd' parameter of pseudo-carelessness for both, non-attempters and dual responders. For example, if altered emotional states are present in non-attempters, the presence of disorganization may be accountable for displaying careless mistakes. On the other hand, dual responders represent a group who chose to respond to an item using two options, despite the fact that explicit directions by examiners clearly pointed to the negative consequences from employing that strategy on test performance. If inattention is one of the causes for this group of dual responders to ignore directions, this lack of concentration will also likely be responsible for careless mistakes.
Furthermore, as a thoughtful reviewer suggested, the linkage between low achievement and, for example, failing to respond to an item may be perceived as a directional one in the present study. This, however, cannot be the case with our correlational design. Thus, it is equally correct to state that individuals who are low achievers will most likely skip items and those who skip items will eventually have lower performance. The picture may be far more complex as variables such as agitation and apprehension from simply being in the testing situation, maladaptive motivational pursuits, personality predispositions, and other less known factors can be the causal indicators in altering the relationship between achievement levels and nonresponding or dual responding. As a reviewer stated: "Would a poor response strategy lead to low achievement or would low initial achievement lead to engaging in poor response strategies?" One can only speculate what the causes were of inattention and the ability to focus on the relevant information. Cognitive science has provided some support to the fact that when individuals are negatively motivated (as individuals who face insurmountable in difficulty item) different areas on the brain are activated (the ventral striatum, fusiform gyrus, left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and ventromedial prefrontal cortex), which eventually result in no significant gains on task performance (Reckless et al., 2013) .
The present study has several implications. At the test level, it will be important to evaluate the efficacy of each option/distractor and their contribution to construct validity.
One aspect of the distractors tested earlier was in relation to the number of available distractors with results suggesting that the number of options was unrelated to success (Bruno and Rutherford, 2010) . Another implication relates to how nonattempted items will be treated (Enders, 2001 (Enders, , 2006 Enders and Peugh, 2004) , either as missing scores or zeros with the former having implications on the type of data missingness (e.g., MCAR, etc.). At the person level it is important to decide on the number of non-attempts that still constitute a valid response pattern and both the use and interpretation of scores derived from non-attempters (Eason et al., 2012) . If fatigue is implicated (Arvey et al., 1990; Chan et al., 1997; Ackerman and Kanfer, 2009 ), then one option may be to cut the test into multiple, manageable, administration times (DiCerbo et al., 2004) . Another implication relates to the relationship between non-attempting items and timed tests, particularly for individuals with disabilities (Lewandowski et al., 2013) . Should those individuals be provided with accommodations to ensure item content has been comprehended?
The present study is also limited for several reasons. First, response mortality could not be investigated in the nonattempters group as individuals who did not attempt the last few items of the measure could not comprise a group (n = 19). Second, inferences about guessing and carelessness are made throughout the manuscript (termed pseudo) but it is important to note that those terms are used for estimated statistics and reflect, in the best case scenario proxy estimates of those constructs. A quasi experimental design to evaluate those constructs via self-report or observations would be more appropriate. Third, the findings have implications about participants' motivation, affect and anxiety, but these constructs were not specifically measured. Fourth, although intended, we were unable to create a combined group presenting both response styles (nonattempts and dual responses) due to again a small sample size (n = 59) (Linacre, 1994) . Thus, possible explanations of the findings related to effective or ineffective self-regulation are speculative, and, should be viewed under the lenses of the present correlational design; by no means should causal inferences be made.
In the future it will be important to measure traits and states that have been recommended in the literature to predict task engagement and achievement in line with the recommendations of Eid and Rauber (2000) and Bolt and Johnson (2009) to incorporate responses style within the psychometric model (see also Gollwitzer et al., 2005) . Achievement goals, emotions, negative affectivity processes and personality need to further be investigated and their role to be tested in self-regulation and achievement (Furnham et al., 2015) . This may be done more so with an extension of analytical approaches presented by Moors (2003 Moors ( , 2004 , Abad et al. (2009 ), Weijters et al. (2010b , Gattamorta et al. (2012), and Culpepper (2015) . If carelessness and guessing are the actual causes of lower performance (Woods, 2006) , specific accommodations such as the use of virtual presence (Ward and Pond, 2015) need to be implemented and new analytical approaches need to be applied to improve the way these phenomena are modeled (Burton, 2001; Unlu, 2006; Glas, 2009 ).
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